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_ -Abstract

This paper presents an argumenf against separate
courses in.wrifing and speaking at 'any edudWonal_
Level but especially at the college and university
Level. Based on an historically grounded
definition of communication, the example of the
Iowa Rhetoric Program, and an analysis of the
functiond of communication in contemporary,
society; the authcr argues 'for integrated
"communication" instruction, that is, for courses
combining instruction in both speaking and writing
in-the context of a focus on instrumental symbolic
interaction.

as

NOTE: This pit:ter is based on and contains verbatim passages from
Nancy L. Hamir, "Integrati rg ,Instruction .in Speaking and Writing.
in the 'Basic Cour/se,'" Iota 1purn2l of 12eech c,ommgnis1112n, 2
(FaLl 1979);W4
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Rh tonic at the University of Iowa

Combining the Oral, and Written Modes

As' the "back ,to basics" movement continues to dominate both
secondary and higher education, those of us who teach
communication must be ready to justify our field and methods and
to offer new, but intellectually and educationally sound,
alternatives to present practice. In this .paper Iargue that an
essential, or basic, part of education at all levels is

,1 instruction in communication (rhetoric) as opposed to training\or
drill in speaking and/or writing.

'
. _

. The immediate tmeketus for this paper is the nation-wide
concern for. writing as a basic skill and the concurrent review
and reevaluation of general,educatidn requirements going. on at
most American colleges and universities. In most of these
institutions, such as Wiscorsin, Harvard, and Northwestern, one
of the central concerns has been with the freshman writing
course. Though federal legislation defines speech as a "basic,"

--little'attention,has so far focused on oral communication. In.

Iowa, one of our state universities has apparently ignored
speech: but has reaffirmed its commitment to freshman composition
and instituted a writing competency test as a requirement for
graduation. Another university has been considering its dual
requirement of speaking and writing and discussing the
pos.sibility of integrating these into a single "communication.
skills" requirement. The University of Iowa has, for some thirty
'years, had an integrated "rhetoric" requir:emert, a course
combining instruction in speaking and writing skills.' In a
recent review of Iowa's general education program, the question
that sparked heated debate'was not""shall we require freshman
writing,* but "shall we continue to require rhetoric, or shall we
separate instruction in writing,and speaking and require courses
in one or in both?"

.
. r

The quesions was, at least temporarily, resolved in favor of
coritinuino the rhetoric program's combined, communication-
oriented, writing in speaking course. However, the program is
stiCl being studied 'and debate, thoughless a dible, continues.
In this paper I argue that collegesond unive sities, as well as
elementary and secondary schools: should requ re instruction in
¢911 writing and speaking and that, this instruction shourld be
integrated into courses in communication (or rhetoric). My

argument is based on the history of communication and education
and on the research about and the practice of communication in /

the contemporary world. More specifically, my argument grows out
Of in analysis of (1) the nature ot communication, (2) .the 'nature
of Iowais rhetoric program, and (37 the uses and functions of
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communication.

The Ng, u= 'of coemunication

Communicgtion is a unitary art. Throughout the 2500 years
of recorded theory and research, this act has been explicitly or
implicitly recognized in the work of theorists like Plato,
Aristotle, Cicero, St. Augustine, John of Salisbury, Erasmus,
Francis Bacon, Rene Descartes, John. Locke, JoSeph Priestley,.
Richard Whatety, George Campbell, I. A. Richards, Kenneth Burke,
Walter Ong, and 4arold Adams Innis.-

From an extensive analysis 'of this body of,theory and
research,-1 have Isewhere argued that any communication (or
rhetorical) act re wires mastery of at least five generic skills
<<1 >>. First, the woulOrbe communicator must uttaorizt, that
is, perceive, stop 9 and claSsify data relevant to the situation
(the subject, plac time, purpose, his or her abilities and
position, and'the Otential receivers' capabilities, needs, and
desires). Through ut 'he history of communication= and rhetorical
theory, categorization nas ffost often been discussed in terms of
selective perceott , selective attention, and selective
retention. Not onq do peoptpjend to see what they expect to
see, but they atten.4 to what-ls relevant to them and remember
what seems useful tokftheM. For communicators this imposes a dual
prOtolem. We must stlruggte to see what is "there"- in spite of our
own selectivity, aMidWe'mus.t alsO try to see what is "there" in
terms-of the selecti

1

tty of .our potential receivers (<2)).

- 1

Second, after the data Mave been observed, they must be
transformed into info\rmatior, iontgpigaiiLtg. The question at
this stage is, given the situation, which of. these Aatiwill best
further the Fommunicats purposes? Data.- by themselves, are
_meaningless. They must be interpreted through some analytic
process. In classical rhetorical theory, the analytic process
was discussed in, terms of .the sources of argument Fommon to all
situations (such as "t it is plissible to do the more difficuj,t
thing, it it possible io do the easier"), the generic modes of
proof frethos, logostlancpathos), and the topics special to'
particti444twation arid subjects (i.e., deliberative, forensic,
and ep 'ic).- We continue to use these basic notions, but in
more modern communic4fftn theory we tend to discuss'conceptUbli-
zation in terms of evictence.and the interpretation of eviliance
through argumenspksea on common experience, analogy to simikar
situations, the tesfjmOny Of witnesses and'experts, and '<-

statistical probability. Whatever our terminology, however,
conceptualization Felealy has to 'do with making data relevant an
meaningful to peopleinivolved in arriving at more or-less complex'
decisions about whatY.is true, what is right, aed what is the best
course of action <00.

1.
4
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Once information has been acquired and interpreted, it must
be sxrbolized. We communic-ate nott4.rough things, but through
symbolic representations of things. One of the more obvious
problems any communicator faces is the selection of appropriate
ords, gestures, tones, literary formst'graphs, pictures etc..
"to elicit the meanings he or she has in mind." )

Next, the communic'ator must organiLe these symbols into some.
order which wilt further the purposes and meanings. Something
must come.first. Aomething-must-6e emphasized. Everything
cannot be.given equal weight o'r 15lacement. Social .expectationtA
situational factors,*place timits.on organizational decisions.
As with symbolization, the options are extensive and, research
indicates, the choices,are often crucial. For instance,
receivers tend to expect a statement of a problem prior to -the
argument for a- solution. Receivers expect that the conclusion of '

,a message will contain a statement of, or reiteration of, the
source's central concern. hen the source does not conform to
these.expectations, receivers are likey.to reject the message
(because the source is seen as having negative ethos (that is a.,
incompetent or insincere, or as a trickster), or to 'impute an
orqer.based on -their own .categorization processes (to "distort"
the message) WO).

b Finally, the Tessage must be'operationalized it must be
embodied in some physical fcrm for delivery to others.
Historically, the focus in theory'' and instruction has been on two
modes of operationalization, writing and speaking. In the
contemporary world, of course, we most add electronic. modes,
telegraph, television, radio, computers, etc., but these forms
rely on written and use oral modes. Communication literature is
rich in analyses of the differences and similarities belween
written and oral modes. One of the most common distinctions As
the immediacy and Aherefore the superiorpersuasive_power of oral
communication as *posed to the reviewabitity and therefOre
superior long term e4fects cf written communication ((5)>.

At Least three salient observatio' emerge from this
definitional paradigm. One, writing and speaking are modal of
communication. They are not essentialy different, unrelated or
even tangentially related activities. Instruction which proposes'
to teach writing dijfers from iAstruction which proposes to teach
speaking in ontY one of the five generic areas. And even there,
the difference is slight. Certain general principles, e.g.,
intelligibility,audience adaptation, ethos buildingt_etc.. apply

.to'both modes <46>>.: Seconc, the choice of whether to
operationalize a message In writing or in speech should be made
consciously and can be made more effectively in terms,of.an

4
understanding of the relative constraints of ,the two modes.
Through studying the two together students learn h2w to make that

a t-
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'
The third observation may. well be the most important.

Communicatfontis an inherently inteutly.1 process. The central
problem. with all of the bad writing I have encountered in my '
teaching is that students forget, ignore, or don't know this
basic truth. They 'look at writing as an impersonal, solitary
activity. They-"forget" the simple fact that writing is a
communicative process, that someone is, at "the other end," that
'they have an-audience with special needs. Their papers are
written *to whom it may concern" rather than to a person or
people with particular characteristics and expectations. In. an
oral situation, to-whom-it-way.-concern, messages are immedilate,ly
recognizable. The speaker cannot 'ignore his or her ausliencegs
failure to respond. In -speaking exercises the student cannot
fail to learn the interactive nature of communication. In
integrated courses, the' probability of transferring ikis learning
to writing is significantly higher than it would be in separate
speech and writing courses. "

111,_e_liature oftlig_Io Ira Rht aria Program
. The University of Iowa 30 years ago made a commitment to

early instruction iri communication trhetoric), that isr.to
substantive rathe"F than "stylistic" education. . As. I understand
it, the purpose of the rhetoric program is to improve students!
abilities in discovering, formulating, representing, ordering,
and deliverin'g their ideas to others. The name of the program,
"rhetoric," explicitly' ties it to the traditional five-part
definition explained above- <<7)). I believe that this decision
to root the program in the traditional 'humanistic or liberal arts
approach to communication was an extremely wise one. With few
exceptions, students who core to the Ioira- colleges and
universities have learned to write and speak. They may not do it
,mwe l-,-" -but- the-y..haalse learned to do More -c lassrobeni'
instruction_ is unlik4y to be effective -wi-th those who have
learned not to learn are Unlikely to be harmed by more of the.'
same instruction, but are also unlikely to appreciate or benefit
greatly from it. What both need'texcepti-pg, of course, extreme
`cases of students who come from disadvantaged 'circumstances and .

require remedial work) is instruction in using the tools of
writing and speaking for the purposes of communicating. Once a
student knows hoi to use a hammer, whether (Yr not he or she uses
it expertly, the central question is_where and when and why to
use it.
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As we all know, students. do not become expert writers or
speakers as a result of one course,, or even as a result of four
or -five courses. communication skills develop throughout our
lives a_c_xe pry ctice them. Having made this obsentation,-
however, elementary and secondary instituions continue to foals
on skits training rbther,than an communication education.
University faculties continue to recommend,requiring a writing
and; less often, a speaking course for all freshmen. In other
words, the recommendations are for more of the same. I submit
that what students need Ahruighout their schooling and perhaps
especially at the freshman level, is less of the same and more of
something new. They need courses in how to use skills for
Rurposes rather than "-skill training." The I,owa program in
,,rhetoric, as I understand it, provides this focus on use of
skills. Mechanics are not ignored but, are improved thrtugh
motivated practice. In courses I have experienced which focus on
either speech or writing (and I have taken and taught both) the
tendency is to focus on the method, the skills, rather than the
substance or, the use. Especially at the college level, this
technical locus- tends to interact with students natural
resistance to reqUired,courses and results in the much despised
"bonehead English." More tsportantly, it results in courses
which at least slight, and often ignore; four of the five basic
proretses of communication, and whatever else writing may_ be (a
mechanicl skill, a grammatical skill,* etc.) it is obviously" and
ultimately a mode of communication.

Ults_And Flastiont_e gammunitation

Like mast of my colleagues, I strongly agree with the
increased emphasis on written communication in university
curricula. I am very disturbed, however, at the extent to which
many institutions have overlooked oral communicktion. As a
number of scholars have obstied, Western civilfirion (if not
all civilization) in the twentieth century As ihc easingly oral
01.>>. Business,.edud.ation, And entertainment (the processes of

negotiating, and problem-solving, of lecturing and discussing, of
listening to music and watching television, etc.) all rely "`

beaiily on oral communication. More generally, I believe that it
is important to remember that, as one eighteenth century
communication theorist put it, "speech makes history, writing
simply records it."<<9>>.

I believe that ,,more. people fail" in their chosen careers
because of poor oeal. 'performance than because of poor Writing. A

busiess person who cannot talk effectively to his or her
colleague, employees, and clients is atfa far worse disadvantage
than one whocannot write gcod memos: Research overwhelmingly
indicates that rower and influence are directly correlated to

8



oral communication skills <10>>. For example, the "news general
education requirements at Harvard and elsewhere reflect Ahe ideas
of those individuals who were willfng and able to speak
persuasively in faculty and committee meetings. Furthermore.
speaking skill was indirectly a prerequisite for membership on
the committees that made the recommendations: it is through
their oral skills that individuals come to be recognized and
respected in complex organizations such as universities <<11)).

In short, I believe that curriculum and review committees
that focus on operational skills Lose sight of the most central

, issue, that is, communication (rhetoric). Experience, research,
and theory all point to the conceptual and practical superiority
of a integrated"comnmunication requirement rather than a speaking
and writing skills requirement.

I 'also believe that high school and university teachers must
commit to placing increased emphasis upon tommunicAtion inotjust
writing) in all courses. Oral, performaces should be as much' an
object of every teacher's attention as written performances. For
instance, students should give oral reports, discuss their owh
and others' written Work, participate in relatively formal panels
and symposia, etc4, dependirg upon the kinds of oral and written
performaces most relevant to the particular course. Such an
aproach is np less relevant to, and-no more difficult to
implementin, a math course than an English course.

In making this argument for increased attention to oral
communication I dePrOt intend to imply that writen communication
is of lesser importance.' Hcwever. I do argue that both writing
and speaking need to be taucht in the context of a focus on
instrumental communfcation and thbt this instruction needs to be
reinforced throughout the student's educational career. It is
not more concentratedltiting instruction which will lead to
better papers in advaced courses, but more rigorous attention to
communication principles in both lower and upper letrel courses.

It is always frutratirg to receive'poorly written papers in
junior, senior, or even graduate courses. But we all do, and it
is easy to blame the elementary --or secondary. schools. or the
freshman course for it.r When I think about it. though, the poor
papers I have received ';probably resuted from one of the following
kinds of problems. Ftrst, the assignment and/or my standards'
were...yinclear to the student. As Wayne Booth points out, not
knowing who the audientg is or why themetsag is solicited
accounts for much if not most of the poor writing college
students do <(12>>. Second, the student does not know enough
about the subject and/or is not motivated by the subject. .Even
the "best" writer canot put together a good paper when he or she
tacks the necessary information or desire. 'Third, the student '
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has never ha'd any rigorous instruction in communication and needs
remedial work. Fourth, the student has not been required to .

write a paper since the freshman year and is simply rusty. A s

fifth possibility, though it seems very rarer may be that the
student is incapable. As Aristotle says, "there are ome people
whom one cannot instruct."<<13>>.-

My experience is that the first four causes are fairly
common and alt can, be remedied by my_Actioni, by clarifying the
assignment, by counselling the student about reseach methods and
reinforcing lessons .learned in- rhetoric (focusing, organizing,
and so on). I find that with very rare exceptions students
improve their writing in subsequent 'assignments. Thus, in a
sense, more instruction solves the problem. But that instruction
is recurring throya-hout the student's career and in the context
of his or her'"ned to know" it is "communteation" instruction.
not "writing" instruction.

CoAclusion

The formal split between instruction in. written and oral
modes of communicating is a relatively recent one. It no doubt
came about due to the predoffinance'of the elocutionary approach
in the nineteenth century and the cpnsequent division,of the
discipline of rhetoric into English and speech (or -7'
communication). when the mcst outspoken and visible teachers of
rhetoric, such as Thomas Sheridan, turned their attention to
delivery (oral operational) zation through the body and yoice),
others rightly perceived this "new" rhetoric as inapplicable to
written communication.. The emphasis upon writing in isolation
from other' modes is, it seems to me, simply another manifestation
of the much denigrated elocutionary movement. I believe that it
is time for us to move forward by moving'back to, the integrated,
holistic approach exemplified in the works of major teachers and
theorists throughout the history of our discipline.

o
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Footnotes

<(1>> For a more detailed history and analysis of this
five-part definition, see Nancy L. Harper, Haln_12mmunikation
Th121/1_ Thl o 1.-P_Earadism (Rochelle Park, N.J.: Hayden
BOok Co., forthcoming September 1971).. One of the first to make ,

explicit use of the full fiVe-part paradigm as a definition was
Cicero in 55 B.C.: a OLAI21.1. translated by"H. Rackham (Loeb
Classical Lib,rary, Cambridge: Haritard University Press, 1949),
I. xv. 64.

<(2>> See George.Campbell. Philos22by of Rhetoric, edited by
Lloyd F. Bitzer (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press,
1963), p.'95ff: Henry Home, Lord Karnes, EleMIntl_2f_aiiiiiIm.
3rd edition (Edinburgh: AA. Kincaid and J. Bell.. k765).
I. pi 142ff and David O. Seers and Jonathan L. Freedman,
"Selective Exposure to Information: A Critical Review," P22111_
021212n 22ALIILly. (Summer 1967), pp. 194-43.

((3>> For the - classical approach, see Aristotle. Rhei2L12,
translated by W. Rhys Roberts (New York Modern Library, 1954),
1356a- 1360b, 1342a6-1393a20:, more recent approaches appegr in
textbooks such as Alan H. Msnroe and Douglas Ehninger, Prf221241
AnA_Ii21121_12tto , 6th' ed.(Glenview, Illinois: Scott
Foresman, 1967) and Wil(iam Le Rivers, Writin21 c.rafti_and Art

(Englewwoo,d Cliff44 N.J.: Prentice-Hall. J975).

<(4>) See Joseph Priestley, A Course of Liclutts Qn orafOu
edited. by Vincent M. Bevilacqua and Richad Murphy

(Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1965),
pp. 34 -277, and E. Thompson, "An Experimental Investigation of
the Relative Effectiveness of Organization Structure in Oral.
Communications," authern SEeelb4211.mil (Faa 1960), pp. 59-69J

((5>> See Riihard Whately. 11.101=11-21-311212Licr edited by
Douglas Ehn.inger Atarbondale: Souther Illinois Universty press,
1963), pp. 368-376, and Carroll C. Arnold, "Oral Rhetoric, '
Rhetoric and Literature," Phikoso2bx_abd_abgtoril. I (\1.968),

pp. 191-210. Also, may of the oral/written distinctions have
become central concepts in diffusion research see. Everett
M. Rogers and F. Floyd Shoeraker. omundtation 2i_innualion
(New Y6rk: :The Free Press, 1971).
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((6>> As Richard Whately remarks in his "Introduction" to
Elements of Rhgtoric, p. 2, "most of the rules of speaking -

of course, equally applicable to writing."

(<7>) For a detailed description of the rhetoric program,
see Cleo Martin, "The Rhetoric Program at the University-of
Iowa," 2gLighl_in Frgsmah L92221'112E1 (Modern Language,
Association, 1978).

c<8>>One of th-e best known of these is Marshall McLuhan.
See, for instance, Thg G'uttrbetg GglgLy. (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1962).

((9>> Hugh Blair, Lect1rel_2n Rheigril LetILII,
edited by Harold Harding, 3 volumes,(New York Garland Press,
1970), II. pp. 156-157.

(<10>> The Pervasiveness and impact of Oral modes have been
well documented in the org4nizational communication literature of
the last thirty years. See, for instance, Gerald M. Goldhaber,
et al' "Organizatibnal Comffunication: 1978," Human_
Communication, V (1978), pp. 76-96.

(<11>) See Rosabet4h Moss Kator, Men and Women 01_14_
CortgLgtion (New York Bpic Books, 1977).

,<1.2» Wayne Booth, "The Rhetorical Stance," Colltge_
ComptIltioh_and COffmunic,gtio (October 1963).

(<13» Rhgtorit, 1355a26.
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